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Abstrat IAbstratWe present reent theoretial and methodologial explorations on the dynamis of sodiumlusters in the framework of Time-Dependent Density Funtional Theory (TDDFT), ouplednon-adiabatially to Moleular-Dynamis (MD). In partiular, a hierarhial approah, inthe spirit of Quantum-Mehanial/Moleular-Mehanial methods, has been developed forthe desription of metal lusters in interation with a dynamially polarizable substrate, asrare gases or MgO. Numerous examples of appliation of this approah (Na lusters in or onAr substrate, Na lusters deposited on MgO; optial response, dynamial deposition, laserirradiation, . . . ) are reviewed.We also brie�y disuss omplementing researh ativities. Formal developments on theSelf-Interation Corretion issue in DFT and TDDFT are disussed in a word. We have fur-thermore extended our TDDFT-MD theory to the ase of organi (C, N, O, H made) systemsand a few examples of investigated dynamial proesses are presented. Reent alulationsof photoeletron angular distributions of free metal lusters are reported as well. We �nallysketh with some perspetives for the years to ome.

RésuméNous présentons des développements théoriques et méthodologiques sur la dynamiqued'agrégats de sodium dans le adre de la théorie de la fontionnelle de la densité dépendante dutemps (TDDFT), ouplée non adiabatiquement à de la dynamique moléulaire (MD). En parti-ulier, une approhe hiérarhique, s'inspirant des méthodes Méanique-Quantique/Méanique-Moléulaire, a été élaborée a�n de dérire des agrégats métalliques au ontat ave un substratde polarisabilité dynamique. De nombreux exemples d'appliations de ette approhe (agré-gats de Na dans ou sur un substrat d'Ar, agrégats de Na déposés sur MgO; réponse optique,dynamique de dép�t, irradiation laser, . . . ) sont passés en revue.Nous exposons aussi brièvement quelques ativités de reherhe omplémentaires. Desdéveloppements formels sur le problème de la orretion de l'auto-interation en DFT et enTDDFT sont rapidement disutés. De plus, nous avons étendu notre théorie de TDDFT-MD au as de systèmes organiques (omposés de C, N, O, H) et quelques exemples d'étudesde proessus dynamiques sont présentés. De réents aluls de distributions angulaires dephotoéletrons sont également exposés. En�n nous donnons quelques perspetives pour lesannées à venir.
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12 ThesisII.1 Dynamis of lusters in ontat with an environmentII.1.1 Starting sienti� ontextI arrived in 2002 in Prof. E. Suraud's group, in the Laboratory for Theoretial Physis ofToulouse, University Paul Sabatier (Toulouse 3) and got a permanent position as an assistantprofessor in 2003. The �Finite Fermioni Systems� group onsisted in Prof. E. Suraud andProf. M. Belkaem, and had already at that time a rih experiene on the dynamis offree metal lusters under irradiation. However Prof. M. Belkaem's departure in Sep. 2005strongly weakened the group. Nevertheless, the longstanding and ative ollaboration withProf. P.-G. Reinhard from Erlangen University (Germany) allowed our group to maintain ahigh level of sienti� prodution.The ore ativity of our group onerns the mirosopi desription of the dynamis oflusters and moleules subjet to violent eletromagneti perturbations, suh as delivered byshort and intense laser pulses or highly harged ioni projetiles. From the formal point ofview, density funtional theory (DFT) [Hoh 64,Par 89,Dre 90,Koh 99℄ has evolved over thelast deades to a standard theoretial tool for the desription of eletroni properties in manyphysial and hemial systems, espeially in systems with sizeable numbers of eletrons. Itstime-dependent version (TDDFT) [Run 84,Gro 90,Mar 04℄ is a more reent ahievement andstill motivating many investigations, both for formal and pratial aspets [Mar 06℄. TDDFTo�ers a unique and versatile tool for the development of several theories in the realm of violentdynamial senarios in irradiated free metal lusters, from fully quantum to mostly lassialapproahes [Rei 03℄. In partiular, the treatment of the valene eletrons of the luster byTDDFT, oupled non-adiabatially to moleular dynamis (MD) for the luster ions, allowsus to explore many possible senarios of irradiated lusters and moleules, from the linear tothe highly non-linear regime. Our group has meanwhile worked out a platform of very robustand �exible homemade numerial tools developed over the years [Cal 00℄. Only few groups inthe world an atually ompete with suh a mirosopi desription of non-linear proesses.II.1.2 Hierarhial approahes for the desription of lusters in ontat withan environmentIn 2002, these methods were already well validated in the ase of free metal lusters [Cal 00℄.This sienti� ontext was thus favorable for new methodologial developments, as the on-strution of dynamial hierarhial approahes to desribe the oupled response of a lusterin ontat with an environment. This topi has been the ore of my researh ativities duringthe last years. The physial motivation of our investigations was the understanding of thedynamis of lusters and moleules in ontat with a substrate, a situation whih ours innumerous physial ontexts, ranging from surfae physis to water-embedded biologial sys-tems. While environments may help ontrolling experimental onditions, suh as for exampleon surfaes, they also make the desription of the system muh more involved, preisely dueto the presene of the environment whih may play a non-negligible role in the response of thesystem to an external perturbation suh as an irradiation. Nevertheless, standard approahesdo not take into aount the dynamial polarizability of the environment. We have thus beenled to develop a more sophistiated model aounting for suh degrees of freedom.We �rst developed sine 2003 a hierarhial modeling of metal luster in ontat with anargon substrate (surfae or matrix) [Feh 05, Feh 06a, Feh 06b℄. While the luster is treatedin TDDFT-MD as before, the environment is desribed at a lower level of sophistiation inthe spirit of QM/MM (Quantum Mehanis/Moleular Mehanis) approahes of quantumhemistry, hene the term �hierarhial�. The idea is to treat atoms of the environment aslassial partiles. However, at variane with earlier approahes, we omplement the desrip-



II.2 Complementary researh ativities 13tion by attributing dynamial dipoles to eah atom of the environment. These new degreesof freedom turn out to be a key issue for the desription of irradiation proesses, espeiallywhen harges are involved, either beause of dealing with harged speies or as a result of anirradiation proess. The many results obtained demonstrated a posteriori the key importaneof this aspet, whatever the dynamial regime under onsideration. We later extended ourhierarhial method to other rare gases (Ne, Kr) [18℄, and to a mehanially harder insulator,that is MgO [Bar 07a,Bae 08℄.The results of our hierarhial methods applied to various senarios (neutral or hargedluster deposition on a surfae, Coulomb explosion of embedded lusters after irradiation byan intense laser, photoeletron spetrosopy of deposited lusters, . . . ) represent 11 publishedartiles inluding 1 review [1, 5, 7, 10, 13�19℄, 1 submitted artile [34℄ and 2 in preparation.The review artile [5℄ an be found in the Appendix A. For the sake of briefness, we refer thereader to this appendix for an exhaustive report of our models and results on this topi.II.2 Complementary researh ativitiesSine 2005, we also developed new ativities along three omplementing lines : i) Formaldevelopments for the orret desription of ionization dynamis in the framework of TDDFT;ii) Tehnial and numerial extension of the non-adiabati desription of eletron dynamisto the ase of organi systems; iii) Elaborated study of the dynamis of free lusters underextreme light irradiation. All three aspets have been suessfully worked out over the lastfew years. They are brie�y disussed below and illustrated by a few typial results.II.2.1 Dynamial self-interation orretionA orret treatment of ionization proesses in TDDFT is still raising sizeable di�ulties, es-peially from the formal side. Indeed, standard DFT approahes rely on the loal densityapproximation (LDA) whih is plagued by the well known self-interation problem, that isthe self-interation of an eletron with itself through the total density from whih the eletronpotential is built. There is thus a ruial need to overome this problem in order to reoverproperly ionization properties, espeially when onsidering expliit time-dependent proesses.A key point thus onerns a lean formulation of the self-interation orretion (SIC) methodon top of the standard LDA of TDDFT, see [Mar 06,Kue 08℄ and referenes therein, for reentreviews on the topi. While the problem is well studied in the stati domain, time-dependentversions of the theory have only been developed in the framework of further approximations,espeially within the optimized e�etive potential (OEP) strategy. The �rst task was thus alean reformulation of time-dependent SIC (TDSIC) in whih an expliit aount of orthonor-malization was inluded in the theory [8,9℄. The TDSIC equations are rather involved and inorder to be able to have a proper time propagation, we have been led to introdue two setsof single eletron orbitals. Suh a strategy amounts to exploit the usually left-over degree offreedom of unitary transform amongst eletroni orbitals in time propagation, an idea whihhad never been put forward. The result led, to the best of our knowledge, to the �rst ompletealulation of full TDSIC, whih is thus providing a benhmark for the development of furtherapproximations.This double set strategy also turned out to be extremely useful for the stationary limitas it provided the basi idea for developing e�ient and simple approximations of the OEPmethods built on top of SIC. This allowed to propose a new, e�ient SIC-OEP sheme whihturns out to provide remarkably aurate results from a rather simple treatment [4, 11℄. Thedouble set sheme furthermore shed some light on the longstanding di�ulties assoiated tothe more or less loalized nature of eletroni orbitals. Indeed, one set provides rather loalized



14 Thesisorbitals (whih allow to properly ensure orthonormalization), while the seond one leads tomore deloalized orbitals typial of bonding orbitals. An illustration of our simpli�ed SIC-OEP with the double set strategy (Generalized SIC-Slater) is given in Fig. II.1 and appliedto the luster Na5 in a dynamial situation [2℄. The initial exitation is a small boost of

Figure II.1: Total energy and dipole moments, 〈x〉 and 〈y〉, as a funtion of time, after aninitial small boost of groud-state eletroni distributions of Na5. Are ompared standard(one-set) SIC-Slater and our simpli�ed two-set SIC-OEP, Generalized SIC-Slater [2℄.the initial (ground state) eletroni distributions of Na5. This simulates a very short laserpulse and still allows to hek energy onservation in time. Time evolutions of the totalenergy and the dipole moments are plotted and ompared with standard (one-set) SIC-Slaterapproximation. It is well known that this approximation su�ers from inonsistenies in thetime domain, as it an strongly violate energy onservation and zero fore theorem [Mun 07℄.As it is obviously visible in Fig. II.1, the range of stability (that is, time of energy-stablepropagation) is dramatially enhaned by Generalized SIC-Slater, while standard SIC-Slaterdiverges at very short times.The full TDSIC and its simpli�ed SIC-OEP version have been applied with suess tovarious physial systems inluding metal lusters, organi moleules and quantum dots, andled to 6 publiations [2,4,8,9,11,12℄, and 2 in preparation. The next step to ome is to developa simpli�ed and robust version of the theory to be used in large sale alulations, sine ourshemes, even in their simpli�ed version, are still highly time-onsuming.II.2.2 Extension to organi moleules and lustersWhile we ontinued to investigate our model in the ase of luster/substrate ombinations, wealso started in 2005 to onsider its extension to the ase of organi moleules in ontat withpolar moleules. The desription of water is a well explored �eld and we have identi�ed a few



II.2 Complementary researh ativities 15approahes ompatible with our strategy. Still, disussions with several olleagues working onthe irradiation of small organi/biomoleules led us to postpone the implementation of thisextension of our hierarhial modeling to the bene�t of more detailed studies of very smallsystems, whih were more urgently interesting experimental olleagues. Indeed this turns outto provide valuable prototype ases for irradiation studies even when very small. In suhases, the system is fully treated at a TDLDA-MD level. SIC is still handled, however in asimpli�ed way (Average Density SIC, ADSIC [Leg 02℄). This SIC allows to properly treateletroni dynamis but fails at desribing moleular dissoiation quantitatively. Suh alu-lations, in addition to their intrinsi physial interest, will furthermore serve as benhmarksfor hierarhial approahes to ome.The extension of our TDLDA-MD method to organi moleules is in priniple straightfor-ward but requires some tehnial �ne-tuning. Surprisingly enough, suh fully non-adiabatialulations allowing to over any dynamial regimes had not been realized before. Onlysimpli�ed situations in whih either ions are kept �xed (linear proesses or very energetiollisions) [Yab 99,Hei 00,Var 06℄ or eletrons �follow� ions at Born-Oppenheimer level wereavailable for suh systems. The major e�ort to be done in our approah onerned the vali-dation of pseudopotentials espeially designed for our grid representation of eletroni wavefuntions. Pseudopotentials imply a minimum length sale assoiated to the atomi ore sizewhih, in turn, determines a minimum grid spaing. As long as only one material is present,any well behaved (smooth enough) pseudopotential is appliable. In the ase of mixed sys-tems (as typial organi moleules), one has to retune pseudopotentials to a ommon (andsu�iently large) minimum length. Suh a �ne-tuning was suessfully done for the standardorgani elements (C, N, O, and H) to be used in our target moleules. Of ourse, the retuningimplies some ompromises. But these are bene�ial to attain representations whih allowrobust alulations over long times and in the non-linear domain.The new set of pseudopotentials was then used to study the dynamis of small organisystems espeially under laser irradiation and ollisions with harged or neutral projetiles.We studied the laser irradiation of the ethylene moleule extensively; two artiles reportingour �ndings have been submitted [32, 33℄. In lose ollaboration with Prof. M. Farizon'sexperimental group at the Institute for Nulear Physis of Lyon (IPNL), with whih we havea joined ontrat from the Frenh National Ageny for Researh (ANR), we have also fousedon the irradiation of simplest water moleules lusters. A ommon artile on ollision of amoleule water with a proton at low veloity or a neutral arbon atom at high veloity hasbeen published reently [6℄. The full non-adiabati oupling between eletrons and ions ishere ruial as it allows to over any dynamial regime in the �eld, namely harged or neutralprojetiles at low or high veloity, a possibility whih, to the best of our knowledge, is a�premiere� in the �eld [Gai 07,Koh 08℄.Further results on irradiation of small harged water luster are urrently available andare being prepared for 2 publiations. As an illustration, we present in Fig. II.2 the dynamisof (H2O)H3O+ irradiated by lasers with intensity I = 2− 7× 1014 W/m2, full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of 20 fs, and three di�erent frequenies (far IR, optial, XUV). In theoptial domain, the eletroni dipole niely follows the laser pulse, and eletroni exitationends as soon as the laser is swithed o�. This pattern is very similar to what is observed inmetal lusters when irradiated by an optial laser with frequeny o� the plasmon resonane.As expeted, no eletroni emission is observed, sine water is an eletroni insulator with agap of about 10 eV. Only a slight luster rotation is indued. Similar behaviors are observedwith UV frequenies (not shown). For XUV frequenies, whih lie in the optial absorptionregime of (H2O)H3O+, signi�ant ionization ours (∼ 1 eletron) and the harge instabilityprovokes a Coulomb explosion of the luster. Note also the unusual dipole response pattern,very di�erent from the previous ase. Highly non-linear dynamis obviously takes plae as
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Figure II.2: Irradiation of (H2O)H3O+ by lasers with polarization along x axis, FWHM of20 fs, intensities of about I0 = 1014 W/m2, and three frequenies as indiated. The numberof esaped eletrons Nesc is also reported for eah ase. As a funtion of time : Eletronidipole moment in x diretion (left olumn), and ioni x oordinates (right olumn). The dark(blue) lines orrespond to the ioni positions of H3O+, while the light (green) ones show thatof H2O. The thik urves stand for the position of the oxygen atoms.



II.2 Complementary researh ativities 17soon as eletrons are emitted. In the far IR domain instead, the water luster is stable but ionivibrations show up after 30 fs, while still no eletroni emission is observed. This frequenysan thus niely presents the various dynamial ouplings between a laser and a water luster.A systemati study on larger water lusters is in progress. The ase of irradiation by a hargedprojetile is also urrently investigated.II.2.3 Detailed analysis of the dynamis of free irradiated lustersIn parallel to these (sometimes heavy) theoretial developments, we have ontinued to analyzesome detailed aspets of oupled eletron and ion dynamis in free irradiated metal lusters,motivated by new hallenging experimental developments. Indeed, the new developments inlaser tehnology allow growing availability of light under extreme onditions : Attoseondpulses, and high photon frequenies delivered by free eletron lasers (FEL). Moreover newexperimental detailed data on properties of distributions of emitted eletrons (high-orderharmoni generations, angular-resolved photoeletron spetra, time-resolved photoeletronspetra) all us for pursuing our studies on free irradiated lusters [Sur 05,Rei 05,Nes 06,20,21℄.In partiular, non-linear interations between an intense laser �eld and a dense lustermatter onstitute a topi of high urrent interest in whih many investigations have beenarried over the past years (for a reent review, see e.g. [3℄). For instane, these interationsan produe an enhaned high-order harmoni generation (HHG), ompared with the aseof irradiation of atomi jets. HHG have been observed in a few experiments on rare gaslusters [Don 96,Tis 97,Vel 01,Pai 06℄. It has also been observed in organi moleules [Lev 01,Ita 04℄. However the theoretial exploration of a suh a phenomenon for multieletron systemsis still a developing domain, sine omputations in full time-dependent Shrödinger equationare very time-onsuming. Thus TDLDA-MD appears as a powerful tool to eluidate this issuein large systems.As an example, we simulated moleular HHG (MHHG) obtained after irradiation of anethylene moleule by a one-olor laser (frequeny of ω1 = 2.72 eV, intensity of I1 = 1014W/m2, ramp pro�le with whole duration of 30 fs, polarization along C-C double bond dire-tion) and a two-olor laser (same ω1 and I1 for the �rst olor, but ω2 = 2ω1 and I2 = I1/4 forthe seond olor, and no relative phase; same time pro�le and polarization) [33℄. The MHHGspetrum of C2H4, obtained after interation with the one-olor laser, is more or less similarto that of an atom. At variane, after the two-frequeny laser irradiation, the MHHG patternstrongly di�ers. To get a deeper insight of these disrepanies, we performed a Gabor trans-

Figure II.3: Time pro�le of the 5th harmoni obtained by Gabor transform of the dipolemoment of C2H4 along the laser polarization diretion (same as the C-C double bond one),after irradiation by a one-olor laser (ω1 = 2.72 eV, I1 = 1014 W/m2, solid line), and atwo-olor laser (same ω1 and I1, and ω2 = 2ω1, I2 = I1/4, dots). From [33℄.



18 Thesisform of the dipole moment D(t). The latter is dominated by the response along the laserpolarization, denoted in the following as Dpol. The Gabor transform onsists in a Fouriertransform where the funtion to transform is multiplied by a Gaussian, viewed as a timewindow. More preisely, we ompute the funtion DG(ν, τ) =
∫ dtDpol(t) e

2πiνte−(t−τ)2/2σ2 ,where σ is hosen as one-tenth of the laser optial period. This time-frequeny analysis thusprovides time pro�les of the di�erent harmonis ν. As an illustration, we plot DG(5, τ) inFig. II.3. The 5th harmoni, in the one-olor ase, smoothly evolves in time, indiating amultiphoton mehanism. When the two-olor laser is used instead, the yield is higher andexhibits nie osillations in phase with the laser optial yles. One an explain this behaviorby reollisions of the eletroni wave paket with the ioni ores.The detailed study of photoeletron angular distributions (PAD) an also shed some lighton the dynamis of photoemission, in partiular regarding the symmetry of the eletroniwave funtions and the degree of thermalization. A few highly detailed experimental resultsstart to be available in the optial domain [Kos 07,Bar 09℄. An example of suh an analysis onNa−58 is presented in Fig. II.4. Comparison with our alulations is drawn and fair agreement

Figure II.4: Experimental photoeletron angular distributions (PAD) of Na−58 after irradiationby a laser of intensity less than 1010 W/m2, and a frequeny of 4.02 eV (bottom) or 2.48 eV(middle) [Kos 07℄. Experimental results are ompared with a theoretial PAD (top) obtainedwith a laser frequeny of ω = 2.48 eV. The vertial lines in the lower panel indiate the statisingle-partile energies, with an additional ontribution from ω (unpublished).is found between theory and experiment. A omplete investigation will be reported in a paperin preparation.It is also interesting to explore PAD for the ase of irradiated deposited lusters. Suhalulations are underway in the ase of simple metal lusters deposited on either an Ar or aMgO surfae (in preparation).Interation of lusters with lasers in the FEL frequeny domain �nally onstitute halleng-ing and exiting issues, sine ionization mehanisms strongly di�er from that in the optial



II.3 Sienti� projet 19domain. We have thus started to ompute the response of (organi and metal) lusters andmoleules to very high laser frequenies, fousing on the detailed analysis of the properties ofemitted eletrons, and PAD in partiular.II.3 Sienti� projetAs exempli�ed in Ses. II.1 and II.2, the elaborated TDDFT-MD odes developed in ourgroup over the years o�er a unique numerial tool to explore many non-linear senarios inlusters and moleules under extreme onditions, proesses that are usually not aessible byother tehniques. They also onstitute a great opportunity to test in truly realisti situationsthe appliability of formal developments from a numerial standpoint. We also have long-standing ontats with experimental groups working in related �elds, for instane in Rostok(Germany) and Lyon (Frane). This provides promising opportunities for the appliations ofthe developed formalisms. Following these onsiderations, we have identi�ed several omple-mentary axes of work. Three of them rely on the hierarhial methods developed during thelast years. The fourth one fouses on free luster dynamis irradiated by extreme light. Thelast topi onerns numerial and formal developments of our odes. We shortly present allof them in the following setions.II.3.1 Metal lusters adsorbed at defets on MgO(001)Whereas the dynamis of Na atom/lusters in ontat with a rare gas environment (depositedor embedded) has been extensively explored [5,7,10,13�19℄, the ase of MgO(001) still o�ersmany interesting dynamial senarios to explore. Indeed, metal oxides are of great tehnologi-al importane in surfae siene and engineering, espeially for their appliations in atalysisproesses, protetive oatings, and miroeletronis [Hei 94,Woo 01℄. It has been moreoverdemonstrated experimentally that defets at the MgO surfae an at as strong nuleationand di�usion sites [Als 88,Meu 94,Haa 00℄. This has also been investigated theoretially butonly in stati alulations [Yan 02, Vit 05, Inn 06, Hon 07, Bar 07b℄. Within our hierarhi-al model, we an easily explore dynamial deposition/di�usion of Na lusters on neutral orharged oxygen vaanies, and fully appreiate the e�et of the dynamial polarizabitility ofthe oxygen atoms in these proesses.II.3.2 Helium surroundingChemial physis of ultra-old atoms and moleules represents nowadays a growing �eld forthe exploration of a large variety of phenomena, e.g., formation of metastable moleularomplexes or hemial reations under extremely well-de�ned onditions (temperature, orien-tation, distributions of populated states). Super�uid helium nanodroplet beams now providea powerful tool for hemial and physial investigations at very low temperatures for a widerange of embedded moleules and lusters.In the ANR ontrat MIRRAMO, joined with Prof. Farizon's experimental group in Lyon,we aim at eluidating at the mirosopi level the damage on water-oated biomoleuleswhen interating with a high-energy projetile. The next step in this experiment is to useembedding in rare-gas (helium or argon) droplets to ontrol the external onditions underwhih irradiation takes plae. From the theoretial point of view, the simplest assumption isthat the rare gas mostly provides a low temperature heat (old) bath. But a high preisiondesription has also to aount for the side-e�ets due to the embedment. This thus alls foran extension of our hierarhial model to the ase of a helium environment. We have thenidenti�ed two omplementing diretions, relying on the energy sale involved there.



20 ThesisEletroni spetrosopy in helium droplets We have already performed detailed stud-ies of low energy observables (strutures, optial response) for simple metal lusters in ontatwith rare gas environments (Ar, Kr, Ne) and found that, in spite of their inert harater, raregases do ontribute [17℄. However there is only a weak in�uene on the optial responseof the embedded luster and on eletroni transport, in agreement with experimental �nd-ings [Die 02℄.Still many experimental and theoretial works exist for eletroni spetrosopy of dopedhelium droplets (see [Sti 01, Sti 06℄ for reent experimental reviews). For instane, exitedstates of benzene [Log 07℄ or Ag atoms [Evg 08℄ embedded in helium droplets have beenexplored experimentally, and measurements of metastable states have been reported. In thesame spirit, it has been observed very reently by means of pump-probe tehniques that theinteration of Mg with He an lead to metastable Mg omplexes, with a delayed ollapsewhen irradiated by a laser [Prz 08℄. These �ndings have been on�rmed theoretially by DFTalulations [Her 08℄.Hene, regarding the numerous works using helium surrounding for the study of eletroniproperties, the alibration of the potentials between Na and He in our hierarhial methodwill de�nitely add versatility to our model. The basis of modeling will remain the same asbefore, that is the desription of helium by lassial atoms dressed with (lassial) dynamialpolarizabilities. There exist, in addition, reent detailed experimental measurements on Na-doped helium droplets [Log 08℄, whih will allow the �ne-tuning of the parameters of ourmodel.High energy exitations in helium droplets At the other limit, we aim at desribing themirosopi mehanisms involved in the irradiation of moleules embedded in helium dropletsin the non-linear regime, more losely to Prof. Farizon's experiment. The strategy here isto desribe the interation of an organi system with a He environment, and thereafter thetime evolution after ollision with an energeti proton. New developments and alibrationin detail will be needed here and will probably ask for more e�ort, sine one has to de�nemodel potentials for the various ombinations of C, N, O, H and rare gases. We will rely onbenhmark omputations from the literature, espeially from ab-initio quantum hemistry, ifavailable. We also have the apability to perform our own ab-initio alulations and will dothat if neessary. Final re-tuning of model parameters allows in the end of the proess to �tavailable experimental results on suh mixed systems.II.3.3 Chromophore e�ets in irradiated water lustersWhen, in 2005, we aimed at extending our hierarhial method of sodium lusters in ontatwith an insulator substrate to the ase of organi systems in ontat with a polar environment,we started in the same spirit a few studies of Na and Na2 embedded in water lusters. Indeedsome experimental and theoretial investigations are available (see e.g. [Sh 03,Bao 07,Cwi 08,Kry 09℄). Note that, at variane with the exothermi reation between alkali metals and water,single Na atoms do not reat with H2O moleules or lusters.However, as mentioned in Se. II.2.2, we postponed the alibration of suh a theory andpreferred to desribe the water moleules at the same level of re�nement as the embeddedmoleule. Indeed in Prof. Farizon's experiments, the number of oating water moleules willbe preisely ontrolled (from 2 to about 30). Hene water will not at as a marosopienvironment but rather as a �nite system in ontat with the biomoleule under study.The exploration of a Na atom embedded in a water luster reently gained a high interestfrom our point of view. Indeed, Prof. L. Sanhe's group in Sherbrooke (Canada) has, sinethe eighties, a longstanding expertise on the damage on biomoleules aused by low-energy



II.3 Sienti� projet 21eletrons (LEE). The latter are primary produed by an irradiation, as the interation with fastprojetiles during radiotherapy [San 05℄. The understanding and the ontrol of the hemistryindued by LEE produed in biologial ells is thus of utmost importane. Very reently,L. Sanhe et al. reported that in the presene of gold nanopartiles, the amount of LEEreated by a high energy radiation near DNA onsiderably inreases and thus auses muhmore damage [San 09℄. What is observed here is a hromophore e�et of the gold luster.Indeed the gold luster, onstituting an eletron reservoir, an easily ouple with an externaleletromagneti �eld, and thus an be highly ionized.The theoretial desription of suh a phenomenon is not possible nowadays for suh alarge system (gold luster-DNA omplex), sine eletroni emission is involved and thus allsfor a detailed desription of the ionization. However, within TDDFT-MD, we an explore theunderlying mehanisms by investigating the irradiation by an optial laser of a simpler atomembedded in a water luster. The idea here is to gently deposit a small amount of energyin an organi system, by means of a (heap) optial laser, via the preferrential oupling ofa metal atom with the laser �eld. LEE an hopefully be emitted from the metal atom, andprovoke a fragmentation of the water luster, in line with the dissoiative eletron attahmentobserved by Sanhe et al.. Work in that diretion is under way.II.3.4 Irradiation of lusters by laser light under extreme onditionsHigh-intensity X-ray/XUV Free Eletron Lasers (FEL) are now available and will allow new,possibly time-resolved (TR), spetrosopies for imaging the eletroni motion on its naturaltime-sale and at the length-sale of a moleule. Furthermore, the availability of attoseondpulses will even redue the time sale at whih dynamis will be resolved. While there wasfor years no urgent need for theoretial studies in that regime, the reent new experiments inthese �elds open exiting areas in luster and moleular physis. However, aurate theoretialdesriptions are still missing. Indeed, intense �elds as provided by these lasers inevitably exiteomplex dynamis. The suess of imaging tehniques depends on our understanding of theselargely unknown dynamis, reating demand for the theory of omplex polyatomi systems innon-perturbative and ultrashort external �elds.Some ontat with Dr. F. Lépine's experimental group at the LASIM in Lyon (Frane)have been established this year and sienti� ollaborations are expeted to ome. This groupaims at developing an experiment on C60 ombining attoseond pulses and modern imagingdetetion tehniques, to investigate ultrafast multi-eletron dynamis in omplex isolatedsystems. From the experimental standpoint, C60 is a welome test ase sine it an be easilyprodued with no need for mass seletion. At the side of theory, it appears as a good andidatefor theoretial investigations beause of its high symmetry, still keeping the omplexity of alarge multieletron system. Up to now, no experiment has explored extreme light exitationsin the highly non-linear dynamial regime in C60, and furthermore on a sub-fs timesale.Prodution of experimental time-resolved photoeletron spetra of C60 is extremely promis-ing for us. Our previously developed theoretial and numerial tools are ideally suited to taklethe opening issues of the dynamis of lusters and moleules in extreme light. The simulationof the dynamis of irradiated C60 is atually essentially a matter of omputing time. Oneof our goals here will be to establish time-resolved photoeletron spetra and angular distri-butions of eletrons emitted after the interation of C60 (or another luster/moleule) withan extremely short-pulse and/or a high-frequeny laser. This will allow us to explore themehanism of light absorption and eletroni emission in suh new proesses.



22 ThesisII.3.5 Development of softwaresOur platform of TDDFT-MD odes allow us to explore in priniple many di�erent types ofdynamial situations whih are skethed in Fig. II.5. However, our numerial tools has been
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Figure II.5: Top : Various luster/environment ombinations that an be studied by ourTDDFT-MD odes. The thik arrows indiated the ases desribed within our hierarhialmethod. Bottom : Dynamial proesses that an be simulated with our TDDFT-MD odes,from statis and the linear regime downto the highly non-linear domain.developed over the years in the groups of Profs. Reinhard and Suraud, with lear purposes onsimulations of physial proesses, and not on with ultimate numerial optimization as a �rsttask. This makes them hard to handle for users from outside. It is time for a lean-up of theode and possibly some further optimization, partiularly with respet to parallel exeution.Regarding the numerous possible alulations that our odes an o�er, and the potentialaudiene that may be interested to use them, we aim at improving the interfae and theoptimization of our odes, so that we an propose them as open soures, similarly to whathave been ahieved with the Otopus ode. To that end, we will start during this fall a loseollaboration on this topi with Prof. Reinhard, Prof. F. Calvayra from the University ofMaine (Le Mans, Frane), who atually developed the three-dimension version of our TDDFT-MD ode during his Ph.D. thesis with Prof. Suraud at the end of the nineties [Cal 00℄, andProf. S. Contassot-Vivier from the University Poinaré (Nany, Frane), who is a professorin omputer siene. This will also probably ease the test and the implementation of formaldevelopments in TDDFT, as TDSIC or SIC-TDOEP. Indeed, although formal problems havebeen lari�ed in the SIC issue, the tehniques developed up to now (see Se. II.2.1) are veryostly numerially and almost prevent any pratial use of suh a orretion in realisti ases.



II.3 Sienti� projet 23However, the implementation of more sophistiated TDSIC than ADSIC, as it is urrentlyused in almost all presented results, will allow to upgrade the treatment from qualitative toquantitative desription of dissoiation of systems, espeially organi ones.By ombining our various expertises, we are quite on�dent that we will be able to o�erversatile TDDFT-MD softwares with a ompetitive omputing speed in the years to ome.
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